Jack Martin
MID - $222,300

He’s 2014’s Jaeger O’Meara. He’s
priced pretty high, but will be worth it.
He’s a tackling machine and strong
around the stoppages.

Jesse Hogan
FWD - $217,300

This guy will be a superstar, but a knee
scare in early Jan means that Hogan
will be kept in cotton-wool – you can
be sure the Demons will take NO risks
with JH.

James Aish
MID - $187,300

As the Lions rebuild, Aish will get
plenty of opportunity in his debut year.
He’s been a junior All-Australian twice;
he’s got class, composure and talent.

Luke McDonald
DEF/MID - $182,300

McDonald trained in bits and pieces
with the Roos last year and has slid
straight back into pre-season with
ease. Love the fact he’s also a DEF, but
is there room for him in their side?

Viv Michie
MID - $172,600

Ben Lennon
FWD - $162,300

Michie killed the 2013 pre-season but
could only crack one match last year
for Fremantle. He’s been a ball magnet
for Peel Thunder, so hopefully his role
at Melbourne isn’t too defensive.
The Tigers’ top pick at the latest draft
has been impressive during the preseason so far and has been
encouraged by captain and coach. NAB
Cup crucial for him.

Daniel Menzel
FWD - $141,300

Four knee reconstructions later, Menzel
is still trying hard to crack it at AFL
level. He’s certainly good enough, and
will be back training with the main
group in Feb.

Gary Rohan
FWD - $176,200

Thankfully Rohan’s pre-season thus far
has been plain sailing. He looked
underdone in his few matches last
year, but will be ripe and ready for
Round 1.

Matthew Suckling
DEF - $312,200

Jimmy Toumpas
MID - $240,800

Rhyce Shaw
DEF - $299,400

A bad knee heart-breakingly wrecked
Suckling’s 2013 but he’s primed and
ready to resume in 2014. At a nice
price to slot into defence.

Last year’s number two pick was a
disappointment, but has been a
‘standout’ on the track. With an extra
pre-season under his belt, Toumpas
will certainly improve.
After a bad knee injury last year, Shaw
has had LARS surgery and has said
he’s ‘a certainty’ for Round 1. He
averaged 95 in 2009; proof that he
would be great value.

Dale Thomas
MID - $341,800

Tom Bellchambers
RUC/FWD - $437,500

Nathan van Berlo
MID - $360,800

Jack Billings
MID/FWD - $207,300

Daisy has had some ankle troubles this
pre-season and has been a long way
from his best. He played only 5 times
in 2013 and won’t be back into full
training until Feb.
With key forwards Scott Gumbleton
and Stewart Crameri out the door, the
Bombers need tall men up front.
Bellchambers has been earmarked for
that spot, bad news for SuperCoach.

The Crows’ skipper ruptured his
Achilles at training in early Jan and
won’t be back until late season.

The Saints’ top pick hurt his quad
badly in Colorado and has missed a lot
of pre-season. Hard to see him playing
too early.

Jack Steven
MID - $536,000

After his first B&F in 2013, Steven has
been the Saints’ standout, especially
during their Colorado training camp. At
23 he can only get better.

Lance Franklin
FWD - $487,700

Will Buddy return to premium status?
His 2013 was poor, but the Swans’
plan to isolate him should work in his
favour. Too cheap to ignore?

Patrick Dangerfield
MID/FWD - $609,000

Due to Dual Position Status (DDP),
Dangerfield will be one of the most
picked players, and rightly so. Just an
absolute star.

Sam Mitchell
DEF/MID - $562,000

As with Dangerfield above, the ability
to select Mitchell in a position other
than midfield makes him a no-brainer.
Has started the pre-season well too,
very keen on back-to-back.

